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A Remark on Algorithm AS  HalfNormal Plotting
By Tim Hopkins and David Morse
Computing Laboratory University of Kent
Canterbury Kent CT NF UK





Given a set of root mean squares obtained from the analysis of a factorial ex
periment one method of testing the signicance andor examining for evidence
of certain types of error is to draw a halfnormal plot of these values 	Daniel

 The subroutine takes such a set of root mean squares and plots them on
a halfnormal probability scale via the line printer or other device For this sort
of application the accuracy of the average line printer is more than adequate
This routine is a Fortran  version of that appearing in Griths and Hill
	
 	originally Sparks 	
 It uses character variables rather than storing
character information in integers which was the only way of implementing such
an algorithm in standard Fortran  Where possible data statements have been
replaced by parameter statements The code has been tidied up considerably
and all output conned to a single routine to facilitate user tailoring of the nal
plot A number of minor errors in a declared array length and format statements
have been removed
The only minor change to the plotting algorithm is in the range of values
assigned to each line of the plot Specically the ith line of the plot    i  
IDEPTH contains values in the range 	y    Y STEP y    Y STEP 
where y  i  IDEPTH Y STEP  obsmaxIDEPTH obsmax is the maxi
mum value to be plotted and IDEPTH denes the number of lines to be used
in the plot The original algorithm used the range y  
  Y STEP y 




SUBROUTINE HNPLOTOBS N IWIDTH IDEPTH OUTPUT IFAULT
Formal parameters
OBS Real array 	N  input the values to be plotted
sorted such that
OBS	
   OBS	  
     OBS	N  Values
must not be negative
or greater than 
There must be at least
two distinct points
N Integer input the number of values to
be plotted Must be
between  and 

inclusive
IWIDTH Integer input the width of the plot
Must be between 
and  inclusive See
below for further
details
IDEPTH Integer input the number of lines of
the plot Must not be
less than 
 Including
a horizontal axis and
scaling the total depth
will be IDEPTH  
OUTPUT External input user provided function
controlling how the plot
is produced See below
for further details

IFAULT Integer output 
 for illegal value of N 
IWIDTH or
IDEPTH
 if OBS array not
correctly sorted or
there are not at least
two distinct points
 for illegal OBS value
 for illegal argument





SUBROUTINE OUTPUTIDEPTH IWIDTH LINE IOUT YSTEP RESET
Formal parameters
IDEPTH Integer input as routine HNPLOT 
IWIDTH Integer input as routine HNPLOT 
LINE Integer input  signies the xaxis
line is in IOUT 

 IOUT contains the
xaxis label markers
 IOUT contains the
xaxis labels

 IDEPTH the array
IOUT contains the line
of the plot at
y  LINE  Y STEP
where Y STEP is
dened above








Y STEP Real input the distance between
successive lines on the
plot in data units may
be used to label the
yaxis
RESET Logical input if FALSE then no data
values appear on the
current line may be












The following values are dened in PARAMETER statements
In routine HNPLOT
XMCHAR Character constant the character used as
the label marker on the
xaxis
DTCHAR Character constant the character used for
plotting the data points
In routine OUTPUT
XAXCHR Character constant the character used to
print the xaxis of the
plot

Y AXCHR Character constant the character used to
print the yaxis of the
plot
The values set are those used in Griths and Hill 	

Width of plot
Including a vertical axis and scale the total width will be IWIDTH  
 if
the output device is one dened by Fortran as a printing device which takes






Real precision is perfectly adequate on any computer so the usual Applied
Statistics devices to enable easy translation to double precision are not incor
porated If the observations are held in a double precision array they should
be copied to a single precision array to be used as the actual argument corre
sponding to OBS
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